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1. IN~~DUCTION 
In our preceding paper [3], we considered the higher order heat 
equation given by 
l-1) q+1$p(X, t)= g u(x, t), (1.1) 
q a positive integer, and its source solution 
G&c, r)=tC e-‘““cosxudu. (1.2) 
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We defined the heat polynomials 
Cd241 
p&x, t) = n! 1 
k=O 
(- l)(q+ijk ,nx;;;;), ;, 
. . 
nENo= (0, 1,2, . ..}. (1.3) 
and their associated functions 
w&x, r)=J- 5 m 2n -cc 
e-ry’+ixy( -2iy)” dy, 
In this paper we establish the biorthogonality of the heat polynomials 
and their associated functions, and determine sufftcient conditions for the 
representation of a solution of ( 1 .l ) in a series of polynomial solutions with 
coefftcients involving the associated functions. 
2. BIORTH~G~NALITY 
The heat polynomials and their associated functions are biorthogonal in 
the following sense. 
LEMMA 2.1. For t > 0, 
J 
a, pn,&, - f)w,&, f)dx = 2”n! L,,. -cc 
Proof: Let m >n. Then, after m integration by parts, noting that the 
integrated part vanishes each time by [3,2.12-J, we have, using [3, 4.2 and 
3.71 
& J; ~n,q(x, -t) wm,q(x, t) d  . 02 
-(-1)” m 
I n! --o3 A,,&, - t) G;‘%; t) dx 
=(-l)m-" j),o,q(x, -t)Gb"-"'(w)dx 
I 
1, m = n, 
= (- 1)“~“($“‘-“-“(x; t)l”“, = 0, m > n, 
where, if m = n, we note that pOJx, - t) = 1 and [Zm G&x; r) dx = 1, and 
if m > n, we appeal to [3, 2.151. 
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If m <n, we have, after m integrations by parts, and appealing to 
c3, 3.111, 
& jm P~,~(x, -t) w,,,,~(x, t) dx . co 
=A I 1 ~n-rn(x, -f) Gqk t)dx . cc 
C(n - mm1 
= ,c, w(q+l)kk, (,i-,“*,,), Lm-2qk,q(f) 
C(n-mm1 
= k?, 
( - 1 )“k tk 
~~-l)(q+‘)‘t’6.-m-2qk,2qr 
k! (n-m-2qk)! r! 
for some integer r. If there is no integer r for which n-m - 2qk = 2qr for 
each k, then the right hand side vanishes. If n-m- 2qk=2qr for some 
integer I for each k, then the right hand side reduces to 
C(n - m)Psl 
tk(-t) (n--)12q-kko i 
A similar result holds for the functions Hn,q(x) and W,,,(x). 
COROLLARY 2.2. The generalized Hermite polynomials H,,,(x) and their 
associates W&x) are biorthogonal with 
H,,,(x) wm,q(X) dX =2”- “‘n! drn,,. (2.2) 
-cc 
ProojI The biorthogonality of the H,,q(x), Wn,q(x) can be established 
directly. In fact, by appealing to [3, 5.3 and 5.111, we have 
W - ml jrn H,,,(x) W,,,(x) dx -cc 
= I -m_ { C( - 1 )qqH!$‘b) + 2-Wr,qW K&4 
- [(- l)qqW:,~o(x) - CWn,,(xWl Hn,qb-1) dx 
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=Fl)qYj;m Cff:~;‘(x) wn,,(x) -K,,(x) V,fq;(x)I dx 
+.r [w,,&)W+‘,,,,,(x)) + K,,(xW~m,,W’l dx --co 
I 
2q- 1 
m = (- 1)4q c (- l)‘H!$-“(x) W$&(x, + H,,,(x)(2xW,,,(x)) 
j=O 1 -cc = 0, 
where we have integrated by parts and noted that 
lim W(j) (x) = 0 n.q 7 X’_+ao 
since, by [3, 4.2 and 5.101, 
IVl;Ib(x)=(-1)“2 n+j’qt(n+1+jU2qD;+jGq(~, t)lt=(4tj,,2qx, 
and [3, 2.151 holds. Thus when n #m the biorthogonality is 
established. 1 
We note that the heat polynomials and their associates are related to 
each other by the Appell transform; that is, 
w,.I(x, t) = Gl(x; f)~n,l 
so that 
wn, l(X) = $ie -“*H,(x). 
In this case, the biorthogonality relation (2.2) reduces to the orthogonality 
relation of the Hermite polynomials 
Cm H,(x)H,(x)e~X2dx=J;;2”n!S,,,. 
--m 
3. ESTIMATES FOR THE HEAT POLYNOMIALS AND 
THEIR ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS 
Using the representation [3, 3.121 for P,,~(x, t) and the estimate 
[3, 2.111 for G,(x ; t), we have, for t > 0, 
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where, for arbitrary 0 < y < 1, 
wk- 1) 
c 
= f(m) c 2q-1 1 
4.Y 24ny’/2q’ w= yj- 
i-) 24A9.Y * 
(3.1) 
A transformation of coordinates, the triangle inequality, and inequality 
[3, 2.91 lead to 
((29 - 1)&b 
X -- 45 
and an appeal to Hiilder’s inequality [3, 2.10) yields 
I~,,(~, [)I < ;;;) (‘;; ’ ,)‘(29-‘)‘2q’n exp(E21/(+ UxW@?--l)) 
“ce~p(-(~-2~‘2~-1)~)~~~‘~-‘~~~. 
If we let 
E = aC9,,(2t)-“‘24- I), O<Cr<l, 
we have 
,Pn,,(x,t), < 2;;;) 24’-‘- 1”‘~~2~-*))((*q-‘)‘*q)~ 
( %Y 
exp (OzCq,? (q)“‘““) 
00 
X 
1 ( 
w 
0 
-~(l-n)y2~‘~2~-“) dy 
,& 
( 
29-l n 
> 
((2q - 1UZq)n 
’ t’/(*9) - - 
24 ~C9.y 
2q- 1 r(l- 1/2q) P 
x2q [c~,y(l-a)](29--)‘29’ 
Substituting (3.1) and simplifying, we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For t > 0, 
where O<cc, y< 1 and 
(3.3) 
As an immediate consequence of [3, 2.12 and 4.21, we have the following 
estimate for the associated functions w,,,(x, t). For t > 0, 0 < y, 6 < 1, 
Iw,,q(x, t)l = 2”P”,G,b, f)l 
4. REGIONS OF CONVERGENCE 
We establish a sufficient condition on the coefficients for the convergence 
of a series in heat polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.1. If 
iii% la,j2q’“4q s 0 
2q-1 
Aq,,=L co, 
n-m 0 
then the series 
(4-l) 
00 
C a,h,,(x, t) 
n=O 
(4.2) 
converges absolutely for 0 6 t -C CT. 
Proof: For 0 < 8 < 1, we note that, as a consequence of (4.1), for some 
n=n,, 
IanI G (4qn2~r*;q,o~o)“‘2q, n>,n,. (4.3) 
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It follows that, for t > 0, the series (4.2) converges absolutely if 
m 
c( 
4.d 
n/h 
<a, 
n = n, Ct2q- ‘CJOA, .) 0 
the dominating series (4.4) resulting from our using the estimates (4.3) and 
(3.2). But (4.4) converges when 
o<t< 
a2’-‘&A, O 
A ” Q.Y 
Taking a and 0 arbitrarily close to 1 and y arbitrarily close to 0, we have 
the strip of convergence 0< t < 0, with the result immediate for t = 0. 
Under the assumptions of the theorem, we have the following limitation 
on the region of convergence of a series of heat polynomials. 
LEMMA 4.2. If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold, the series (4.2) does 
not converge absolutely everywhere in 
for any E > 0. 
14 < VA,,o +&IQ, (4.5) 
Proof Suppose that 
Jo 14 IPn,q(Xp t)l < 03 
for ItI < (2Aq,o + E)G. Then 
IanI IP~,~(x, (-l)q+lt)l -+O 
for any x > 0, 0 < t < (2Aq,o + E)(T. Now 
If%,&7 ( - 1) 
[+%I y-W tk 
y - 2qCnPql n! 
’ (n - 2q[n/2q])! [n/2q] ! 
t cm71 
’ 
For n = 2qN+ LT, 0 6 D 6 2q - 1, N= [n/2q], we have, by Stirling’s formula, 
that for n sufficiently large, there is a constant K, > 0 such that 
n! 
[n/2q] ! ’ Kq 
e-2qN-+1(2qN+a+ l)W+~+1/2 
e-N-l(~+ 1)N+1/2 
=K eN(1-2q)--6 (2qN+a+1)“+“2 2qN+fl+f 2qN(N+l)~2q~l~N 
4 (N+ 1)“2 (N+l) ’ 
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or, for some constant &, 
1 
(Zq- I)N 
. 
It follows that 
Jpn,q(X, (-1)9’lr)i>$$ ~(Zq)zvI”y-q 
.[ 
(29--1)N 
tN. 
J 
Consequently 
(29- 1) 
l&II = 0 ee-& (Q-29/(29- ‘i] t 
where we note that N + 1 = nJ2q - aJ2q + 12 n/Zq 2 n/2q - o/2q = N, It 
follows that 
if, for example, t = (2A,,. + s/2)0. This, however, is a contradiction to the 
assumption (4.1). 
5. CLASS H* 
A subclass of H plays a central role in our characterization of tem- 
peratures that can be represented by series of heat polynomials and of their 
associated functions. We define the class H* as the set of all functions 
U(X, t) in H for a < t < b which are such that, for all t, t’, a < t’ < t < b, 
u(x, t) = Jrn G&-y; t-t’) u(y, t’) dy, 
--m 
(5.1) 
with the integral converging absolutely. 
The source solution G&x, t) E H*, t > 0, as follows from [3,4.9] and the 
estimate [3, 2.111. 
LEMMA 5.1. For t>O, w,Jx, t)~ H*. 
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ProoJ By (I, 4.1), we have, for any t, t’, 0 < t’ -C t < co, 
s 
cc 
G,bv~; f- 0 w,,,b; 1’) 4 -m 
1 cc 
=iG -me f - “u2q( - 2iu)” du r_S. eiuyG,(x - y ; t - t’) dy, 
where our interchange in order of integration is clearly valid since the right 
hand side is bounded by 
J 
00 
e- --co my-214~4 J” IG,(x-y;r-t’)l dy<co -co 
invoking estimate [3,2.11]. It follows that, by [3, 3.121, 
J m G,(x - y; t- f) w,,,,(Y; 0 4 -‘x 
1 * SZ- 
2n -me J 
-~~~~4(-2iu)“kfog pk,q(X; C-f’) du 
1 O” =- 
2n -coe I 
- t’q - 2iu)” e iux + ( - 1)’ + ‘(iuJ2S(f - I’) du 
LEMMA 5.2. p,(x, t) E H* for a/l t. 
Proof Suppose - co < t’ -C t< 00 and consider 
5 
cc 
G,(x-Y; t- 0 ~n,q(.x t’) 4 
-03 
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CflRYI 
=n! 1 (-l)(4+l)kF 
k=O 
“X y (_ 1p+ 1)(/--k) (n+& “t;T;&* 
CM241 
=n! C 
J=o 
(-l)(4+1)Jj,t~~~~j,1 $ (i) tfk(t-tf)j-k 
‘k 0 
Cm/l 
=nj C (-l)(q+l)j 
Xn-W ti 
j=O (n - 2gj)!j! 
= Pr&> t). 
6. EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF HEAT POLYNOMIALS 
In the classical case, when q = 1, membership in H* is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the representation of temperatures in series of heat 
polynomials. For q > 1, we need to introduce an additional class. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let 0 < jI < 1. A temperature u(x, t) is said to belong to 
class A, for a < t < b if and only if 
5 O” [24(x, t)l exp -j12’-l --m ( ~q(~q~~~~,~,)~‘~*~~~~)dx~~, a<t<b. 
(6.1) 
We note that, for any fi >O, the generalized hear polynomials P,Jx, t), 
n E No, belong to class A, for all t E R. 
We now establish that the integral representation of each coefficient in 
our series expansion is a constant. 
THEOREM 6.2. For some fi, 0 < B-C 1, let u(x, t) belong to class H* n A, 
for ItJ <c. Then, for O<t<a, 
s 
co 
4x7 - t) w,,&, t) dx --m (6.2) 
is a constant independent of t. 
Proof. We know by Lemma 5.1 that w&x, t) E H* for t > 0 so that 
O1 w,,&, t) = s G,(x - z; t - t’) w,&, t’) dz, O<t’<tcco. --co 
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Ifs is such that O<t<s<a, so that --O-C -SC -c, since u(x, t)cH* on 
ItI < o, we have, for some 0 < t’ < t, 
r=jm 44 - t) %,,(A t) dx 
-cc 
00 02 = 
J (J G,(x-y, -t+s)u(y, -s)dy -co -‘a 
a3 
X 
(J 
G,(x - z; t - t’) w,*~(.z, t’) dz dx 
-02 
=s:, [c (19 G,(x-y; -t++)G,(x-z;t-t’)dx w,,,(z,r’)dz 1 x U(Y, -s)4
03 m 
= 
J [J 
G,(y - z; s - t’) w,,~(z, t’) dx u(y, -s) dy 
-cc -cc 1 
J 
g, = U(Y, -dwn,q(vt s) 4s 16.3) --oo 
where we have invoked [3, 4.93. Since s and t are arbitrary, our result will 
be established if we can justify the change in order of integration. To this 
end, consider the inner integral of Z, 
J= O” J IG,(x-y;s-t)l IG,(x-z, t-t’)1 dx. (6.4) -m 
Using the estimate [3, 2.111, we have 
1 
w7 
(6.5) 
where cq,y, Cq,y, 0 < y < 1, are given by (3.1). With Holder’s inequality 
(qa, + a,a,)‘< (a; + a;)(cr; + up, ;++ 1, 
if we take r = 2q(2q - 1 ), s = 2q, and 
IX-VI 
ul = (s _ t)l/24’ 
lx-4 
6 = (2 _ t’)‘/24’ a, = (s- tp2q, u,=(t-r’p2q, 
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we have 
(Ix-y/ + Jx-zJ)2yi(2- 
~[(~)“(2q-‘J+(~)“(2q-‘)] C(s-t)+(t--t’)111(2”-l), 
Hence, (6.5) becomes 
1) 
dx. 
Now 
(Y-2) w(24 - 1) z<x< y, 
(Jx--yJ+Jx-zJ)*4'(*9-1)~ (y-z)14”29--I;+(2(~-X))*9/(*9--), x<z<y, 
(Y-2) 
*~~(*s--1)+(2(x-y))29/(*Y-'), *<y<x, 
or 
(Z-Y) wml - 1) YQXG.2, 
(~-y)*9~(~9--)‘+(2(~_~))*~/(29-I), x<y<z, 
(Z-Y) W@- 1) + (2(x- z))291(*9- 11, y< z < x. 
It follows that, for each of the cases, we have 
or 
J8C2 
[ 
1 
q*y (s- t)(t-t’) 
]“*qexp(-c,,((z~Yt~)“(*q-‘)) 
~[j~,exp(-Cq,~(‘2(~~~“2q)“‘29~1’)dx+(i-y) 
+JTmexp( -~q,~(‘2’~~;“q)““q-“)dx], 
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In either case 
Appealing to inequality [3, 2.91 with a = 1, b = 2q/(2q - l), and c = C,,E 
for some O<E< 1, we have 
IZ-Yl (29 - 1 J/29 
(s - t’)“(29’ G - exp (CC,, (s)““‘-“) 
so that 
- (1 -E) C,, (lz$---Y;,y”-J 
(6.6) 
where the last factor on the right is bounded above by (..~)(~-~9)‘~‘7 + 1. 
We now consider the inner integral of (6.3) in the variable z and let 
K= m 
1 0 
m /G&-y, s-t)1 lG,(x-z; t- t’)l dx 
1 
Iw,,~(z, I’)[ dz. (6.7) --co -m 
The estimates (3.4) and (6.6), where J is given in (6.4), yield 
l/29 
KG&, 
[ 
(s - t’) 1 Cj/ly%)/h (1 + (Ee)(l-29)/29) 2”--‘f(1/2q) ’ (S-t)(t-t’) ’ qn[y( 1 - 6) J”(29) 
2qn 4% 
X- 
( > 4w~ 
(t’)-(“+‘m 
x~~~exp(-,,,,(~)“‘29-“-~l-~)~q,~(~~1”29-1’)dz, 
(6.8) 
where C,, ?. 67 0-c y, b < 1, is given in [3, 2.131. 
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For the integral of (6.8), we have the bound 
Now, as before, we note that 
(-Y) Q/(24 - 1, 
(-y)‘““2”-l”+(2(y-z))2Yi(24--1~, 
y<zzo, 
(121 + Jz-yyl)W4--1’>, z<y<o, 
C-Y) W(2q - 1, + ( 2z)2ql(2q - I), y<o<z, 
or 
i 
yw(+ 1) 
*4m- “‘+ (3 -z))2c7/(2~- I,, 
0<26y, 
3 Y z<o<y, 
Y *9/(24--1)+(2(z_y))2q/(2Y-l), o<y<z. 
It follows that in either case, the integral (6.9) is bounded by 
(q/(2’- ‘,) 
-(l-E)C q,Y,b (@.f?)““‘-“) &,, 
or, on evaluating the integral and using [3, 2.91 as in the derivation of 
(W, by 
exp 
x [ (E)(’ - %)I29 + (1 _ E)u - wlwj~ 
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Since U(X, t) E A,, (t( <c for some ,!?, 0 < /I < 1, it follows that 
i m --m 
q*~,(;)‘;ib-l))dy<m, o<s<o, 
if E, y, S are chosen sufficiently small so that 
l/(24- 1) 
<(l-2E) 
The triple integral of (6.3) is thus convergent and our theorem is 
established. 
THEOREM 6.3. For some /?, 0 < /3< 1, let u(x, t) belong to the class 
H* n A, for 1 tl < 6. Then, for all real x, 
(6.10) 
for 0 < t < y13/2~A,,~, where 0 < y -C 1 is such that 
1 2q--l 
A,,+yG 0 - 
B 
A,,o. (6.11) 
The coefficients a,, are given by 
1 O” 
an=2”n --m I 4~9 - t) wn,q(y, t) dy, n=O, 1,2 ,.... (6.12) 
ProoJ: Since u(x, t) E H* for ) tJ < G, we choose t’ such that - 0 < t’ < 
O<t<a, and have 
u(x, 1)= jm G&x - y; t - t’) u( y, t’) dy. 
-cc 
An appeal to [3, 4.81 yields 
u(x, t) = jyi 
-m 
f’ Pn,4(X’ t)2y;;(y’ -“I u( y, t’) dy 
n=O 
4~3 t’) w,,q(y> -t’) 4 Pn,q(X> th 1 
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provided the interchange of integration and summation can be justified. 
This follows from the fact that, using the estimate (3.2) and (3.4) we have 
I= f L&i; l4Y3 0 b&(Y3 -[‘)I dY IPn,&, ?)I 
II=0 n; 
1 
<-- r(m) 
2qrc [y( 1 - S)] 1’2yl t’( 1’2y q sin (n/2q) 
x [ 
(2q - l)A,,,S “2y 
f(l -c1)2q-’ ] exp [;a (&J1Ji2q-1’~ 
X I 
( 2;; I ( , y2y 4’1’ 
MY, 4 exp -- 
x~~(a:‘:~:,,I”(~~,2ql~ MAy,y+yd) 
)“(“-‘py 
where 0 -C y’, ~1, y, 6 < 1 are arbitrary. 
Now, u(x, t)cAp for some O-C/~< 1 on It( -CC. Hence the integral on the 
right of the inequality exists if y is chosen close enough to 0 so that 
the assumption made in (6.11). Finally, we choose y’ close to 0 and a, 6 
close to 1. In fact, with y’ = 0 and a = 6 = 1, the series on the right equals 
and converges for t < ~(t’)/2~A,,~ so that choosing I’ close to -rr’, we 
establish our result. 
7. CONCLUSION 
When q> 1, the variations in sign of the source solution G&x; t) in any 
interval of the real axis have prevented the development of a simple charac- 
terization of temperatures expressible in series of polynomial solutions 
P&X, t) as in the classical case, Nevertheless a theorem has been estab- 
lished giving sufficient conditions for such a representation which include, 
in addition to membership in H*, the imposition of a norm condition on 
the temperature. 
Unlike the classical case, we introduced the associated functions 
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w&x, t) by their integral representation. In the higher dimensional case 
q > 1, no analogue of the Appell transformation exists to allow the 
w&x, t) to b e e me as the Appell transforms of the p,,Jx, t). In fact, d f d 
such a relationship would imply that the biorthogonality of these functions 
is equivalent to the orthogonality of the generalized Hermite polynomials, 
as noted in [3, Sects. 2-51; see, in particular, the remark at the end of 
Section 2. For a number of reasons, however, the generalized Hermite 
poiynomiaIs H,, 4, q > 1, cannot define an orthogonal polynomial system: 
the indices of the three terms of the recurrence relation l-3, 5.41 are not 
consecutive; the higher order differential equation [3, 5.31 cannot be trans- 
formed into a self-adjoint form; and, as shown in Cl, 23, the hyper- 
geometric representation [3, 5.51 is not of the form required for 
orthogonality. 
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